A new method to discriminate G1, S, G2, M, and G1 postmitotic cells.
A new flow cytometric method combining light scattering measurements, detection of bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) incorporation via fluorescent antibody, and quantitation of cellular DNA content by propidium iodide (PI) allows identification of additional compartments in the cell cycle. Thus, while cell staining with BrdU-antibodies and PI reveals the G1, S, and G2 + M phases of the cell cycle, differences in light scattering allow separation of G2 phase cells from M phase cells and subdivision of G1 phase into two compartments, i.e., G1A representing postmitotic cells which mature to G1B cells ready to initiate DNA synthesis. The method involves fixation of cells in 70% ethanol, extraction of histones with HC1, and thermal denaturation of DNA. This treatment appears to enhance the differences in chromatin structure of cells in the various phases of the cell cycle to the extent that cells could be separated on the basis of the 90 degrees scatter. Mitotic cells show much lower scatter than G2 phase cells, and G1 postmitotic cells (G1A) show lower scatter than G1 cells about to enter the S phase (G1B). Light scattering is correlated with chromatin condensation, as judged by microscopic evaluation of cells sorted on the basis of light scatter. The method has the advantage over the parental BrdU/DNA bivariate analysis in allowing the G2 and M phases of the cell cycle to be separated and the G1 phase to be analyzed in more detail. The method may also allow separation of unlabeled S phase cells from mitotic cells and distinguish between labeled and unlabeled mitotic cells.